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Crime Report
Books, events, author appearances and crime fiction what-not

FOCUS ON... Marion Todd
You can't have failed to notice the new DI Clare Mackay
series, set in St Andrews, that's taken the crime fiction
world by storm. This month, we're delighted to feature its
author, Marion Todd.
We asked Marion to tell us a little about herself. In
common with most authors, she tells us, she has written
since childhood, penning her first mystery novel aged 10,
a 6-chapter story heavily borrowed from Enid Blyton.
Sadly, she says, this has yet to find a publisher…(but we
reckon it's never too late, right?)

Early success saw Marion win the then Family Circle magazine Short Story for Children competition, but
then life took over and writing took a back seat. A varied career followed, Marion working as a
plantswoman, candlemaker, music teacher and college lecturer until, finally, the pull of writing full-time
was too strong.
Her debut novel, See Them Run was shortlisted for the Bloody Scotland Scottish Crime Debut of the year
and the fourth in the series, What They Knew will be published on 11th February (more on that in a
moment). Two further novels are planned for late 2021 and early 2022. After that — who knows?
Make sure you're the first to know - keep up with Marion's news on
https://www.canelocrime.com/authors/marion-todd
You can find Marion on Twitter at @MarionETodd
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Dates for your diary

Wednesday February 10th 19:30
Giving Up the Day Job - features a guest panel of best selling authors in an extended
interview to discuss how their previous working lives have affected their writing styles
and subjects, what makes a great thriller (and what are the most common mistakes
they see in the portrayal of their former professions) and a whole lot more.

baytales.com
The place for
crime and
mystery writers,
readers and
anyone else who
loves some
wrong-doing in
their writing!

Wednesday February 17th 19:30
The one-and-only Ann Cleeves, creator of Vera, Shetland and so much more, and
Cath Staincliffe, author of the Scott and Bailey series and creator of Blue Murder. Ann
and Cath will talk about their experiences in the book world, their writing processes
and a lot more.
On Wednesday 3rd
11th February at 6pm
February at 8pm, join Helen
Join Trevor Wood as part of the
Fields online via Zoom for
South Tyneside Libraries 'in
the book launch of The
Conversation with the Northern
Shadow Man.
Crime Syndicate’ series. Get your
Check @Helen_Fields for
free ticket from
details
theworduk.org/whats-on/anaudience-with-trevor-wood/

Granite Noir will return for its first ever virtual
edition between 19 – 21 February with a
series of online talks, author conversations
andheadline events.
Since 2017, the festival has enthralled
audiences from all over the world with
appearances from authors such as Ian
Rankin, Val McDermid, Stuart MacBride
and Sara Paretsky, all perfectly set against
the backdrop of Aberdeen. Watch out for
details of the line-up and how to view the
events:
granitenoir.com
@granitenoirfest
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Our top pick for February
What They Knew by Marion Todd
11th February
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
The DI Clare Mackay series has gone from
strength to strength. This book (like the others in
the series) has all of the right elements in the right
places. There’s enough attention to detail to
satisfy curiosity about police procedure, but
without the tedium; there’s enough gruesome
detail of the murder scenes, but without going
unnecessarily overboard; the pace is just right to
allow readers to follow what’s going on, and
ramps up towards the end to keep you on the
edge of your seat; and there’s enough backstory
to keep us on-side with the main characters.
A thoroughly enjoyable and satisfying read for
crime fiction fans, and as always, superbly
written.

What's it about?
DI Clare Mackay starts the new year with a death. It is the stroke of midnight on Hogmanay when Alison
Reid admits a caller to her home. When her death is later reported, DI Clare Mackay attends the scene. The
initial evidence does not rule out murder, but it’s not possible to say for certain if foul play was involved. Yet
when the coroner informs Clare about a post mortem of a young woman found in the Kinness Burn, and
with some similarities to Alison’s case, it seems there’s a strong chance that there’s a killer on the loose in
St Andrews. Clare and her team will have to look past the obvious conclusions and delve deeper into the
lives of the victims to get to the truth. But who else risks meeting the same fate while the clock is ticking?
Don’t miss this compulsive new addition to the gripping DI Clare Mackay series from Bloody Scotland
Scottish Debut Crime Novel 2020 shortlisted author Marion Todd.
See our full review on Ally's Book Reviews.

Ally's Book Reviews can be found on
https://jackiemcleanauthor.com/category/allys-book-reviews/
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We also can't wait to read...
The Shadow Man by Helen Fields
4th February
He collects his victims. But he doesn’t keep them safe.
Elspeth, Meggie and Xavier are locked in a flat. They don’t know where
they are, and they don’t know why they’re there. They only know that the
shadow man has taken them, and he won’t let them go.
Desperate to escape, the three of them must find a way out of their living
hell, even if it means uncovering a very dark truth.
Because the shadow man isn’t a nightmare. He’s all too real.
And he’s watching.

Safe and Sound by Philippa East
18th February
In a small London bedsit, a radio is playing. A small dining table is set
for three, and curled up on the sofa is a body…
Jenn is the one who discovers the woman, along with the bailiffs. All
indications suggest that the tenant – Sarah Jones – was pretty,
charismatic and full of life.
So how is it possible that her body has lain undiscovered for ten
whole months?

What Will Burn by James Oswald
18th February
The charred remains of an elderly woman are discovered in a burnedout game-keepers cottage, hidden away in woodland to the west of
Edinburgh. Clearly no accidental fire, Detective Inspector Tony
McLean suspects that neither is this simply a grim arson attack. There
is far more to the victim than her humble surroundings might suggest,
and something ritualistic to her horrific murder.
Nor will it be the only case of death by fire that Tony and his team will
be faced with. This is only the beginning, and with such evil clouding
the air, Tony begins to wonder what else will burn . . .
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More to read this month
The Red Admiral's Secret by Matthew Ross
3rd February
A Premier League bad-boy murdered at his newly refurbished home; a teenage
runaway’s corpse uncovered on a construction site; a gunman shoots up the
premises of the local gangland boss – all of them projects run by beleaguered
builder Mark Poynter. Can he fix it? The Red Admiral’s Secret is the second in the
series of darkly comic crime fiction novels featuring the beleaguered builder Mark
Poynter, aided and hindered in equal measure by his trusted crew of slackers,
idlers and gossips, and the lengths they go to just to earn a living.

Dark Truths by AJ Cross
4th February
When a young woman’s body is discovered on a popular jogging trail in
Birmingham, Detective Inspector Bernard Watts and his team are plunged into a
disturbing murder investigation. Not only has the woman been violently stabbed –
her head is missing. When a close examination of the crime scene results in a
shocking discovery linking the present murder to a past crime, criminologist Will
Traynor is brought in to assist the police. Aware of Traynor’s troubled past, Watts is
sceptical that Will can contribute anything useful to the investigation. He's about to
be proved very wrong . . .

The Last Snow by Stina Jackson, tr. Susan Beard
4th February
Early spring has its icy grip on Ödesmark, a small village in northernmost Sweden,
abandoned by many of its inhabitants. But Liv Björnlund never left. She lives in a
derelict house together with her teenage son, Simon, and her ageing father,
Vidar. They make for a peculiar family, and Liv knows that they are cause for
gossip among their few remaining neighbours. Just why has Liv stayed by her
domineering father's side all these years? And is it true that Vidar is sitting on a
small fortune? His questionable business decisions have made him many
enemies over the years, and in Ödesmark everyone knows everyone, and no
one ever forgets.
Now someone wants back what is rightfully theirs. And they will stop at nothing to
get it, no matter who stands in their way…
The Art of Death by David Fennell
4th February
London's latest art installation is a real killer . . . An underground artist leaves three
glass cabinets in Trafalgar Square that contain a gruesome installation: the
corpses of three homeless men. With the artist promising more to follow, newlypromoted Detective Inspector Grace Archer and her caustic DS, Harry Quinn,
must race against time to follow what few clues have been left by a savvy killer. As
more bodies are exhibited at London landmarks and live streamed on social
media, Archer and Quinn's pursuit of the elusive killer becomes a desperate
search. But when Archer discovers that the killer might be closer than she
originally thought - she realises that he has his sights set firmly on her . . . He is
creating a masterpiece. And she will be the star of his show.
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More to read this month
Lost Souls by Chris Merritt
9th February
In a quiet church, on a busy London street, 12-year-old Donovan Blair is found
dead. Detective Dan Lockhart is working alone on his wife’s missing person’s case
when he receives a call telling him to get to the crime scene immediately. Bringing
in psychologist Dr Lexi Green, they try to get into the mind of the person
responsible, when another victim is found. A 13-year-old girl, left in a different
church, posed in exactly the same way. Fearing the murderer may already have
another child in his sights, Dan and Lexi work together to establish links between
the two deaths.

The Jigsaw Man by Nadine Mathieson
18th February
There's a serial killer on the loose.
When bodies start washing up along the banks of the River Thames, DI Henley
fears it is the work of Peter Olivier, the notorious Jigsaw Killer. But it can’t be him;
Olivier is already behind bars, and Henley was the one who put him there.
The race is on before more bodies are found. She’d hoped she’d never have to
see his face again, but Henley knows Olivier might be the best chance they have
at stopping the copycat killer. But when Olivier learns of the new murders, helping
Henley is the last thing on his mind . . . Will it take a killer to catch the killer? Now all
bets are off, and the race is on to catch the killer before the body count rises. But
who will get there first – Henley, or the Jigsaw Killer?
Who Took Eden Mulligan? by Sharon Dempsey
18th February
‘They’re dead. They’re all dead. It’s my fault. I killed them.’
Those are the words of Iona Gardener, who stands bloodied and staring as she
confesses to the murder of four people in a run-down cottage outside of Belfast.
Outside the cottage, five old dolls are hanging from a tree. Inside the cottage, the
words “WHO TOOK EDEN MULLIGAN?” are graffitied on the wall, connecting the
murder scene with the famous cold case of Eden Mulligan, a mother-of-five who
went missing during The Troubles. But this case is different. Right from the start.
Because no one in the community is willing to tell the truth, and the only thing DI
Danny Stowe and forensic psychologist Rose Lainey can be certain of is that Iona
Gardener’s confession is false….
All the Lies by JE Mayhew
19th February
Just as DCI Will Blake is about to set off to hunt for his missing partner, a phone call
from Scotland drags him in a completely different direction. Blake’s sister has been
accused of murder and she needs his help to clear her name. When Blake finds
himself snowed in with The Paradise Found Community, he realises that the truth
is a fast-moving target, and nobody is exactly who they claim to be. Even the valley
itself holds a dark and hideous secret. Trapped, Blake must call on the goodwill of
others back on Merseyside to help him unravel the mystery. But that is not without
its dangers, too. As the death toll rises, Blake is in a race against time to catch the
killer before he disappears with the melting snows.
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More to read this month
Think Twice by John Carson
20th February
DCI Sean Bracken is called to a murder scene near the Writer's Museum. The
body of a woman is sitting on a bench in the square, her frozen hand holding a
paperback. The book is by famous American professor of psychology and crime
writer, Edwin Hawk. Who has just ended a book tour, culminating in Edinburgh.
Hawk doesn't know her and thinks she may be just a fan of his. Knowing he is the
number one suspect, he sets out to convince Bracken of his innocence. But
Bracken has dealt with people like Hawk before. Is the man telling the truth or
using psychology to get away with murder?

The Bodies at Westgrave Hall by Nick Louth
25th February
A large country mansion. A locked room. A gruesome murder.
Russian oligarch Alexander Volkov has invited 1000 guests to a party at his
palatial Surrey residence, Westgrave Hall. But while giving a private tour of the
library, a gunman kills Volkov, wounding his ex-wife and slaying her new beau.
Nothing makes sense to DCI Craig Gillard. In the blood-spattered crime scene
there are no forensic traces of anyone else involved, CCTV shows no one
entered or left the library, and everyone seems to have an alibi.
Is it a crime of revenge, the squaring of a love triangle, or a Russian
government operation? Could the victims have simply shot each other?
Gillard’s eventual discovery is shocking even to him.

Want your books, events, appearances or what-not in next
month’s Crime Report?
Drop me a line on Twitter
@JackieJamxx
or on FaceBook at
www.facebook.com/WriterJackie

